D.O.F. No. 1-4/2018(LOCF/QIP)

17th April, 2020

Subject: Revision of curriculum based on Learning Outcomes based Curriculum Framework (LOCF)

Respected Sir/Madam,

You may recall the resolution adopted in the National Conference of Vice-Chancellors and Directors on Research & Innovation held between 26th to 28th July 2018. One of the resolutions was to ‘Adopt and implement Learning Outcomes Based Curriculum Framework (LOCF) in HEIs, by updating curriculum from academic year 2019-20; Adopt Learner Centric teaching learning processes by suitable improvement in the pedagogy’. To facilitate the task of revision of curriculum in various subjects, UGC has constituted subject specific Expert Committees. The Committees after having detailed deliberations and wider consultations at national level has developed the LOCF reports in different subjects. For implementation of outcome-oriented curriculum to achieve expected learning outcomes, final LOCF reports of 19 subjects Physics, English, Mathematics, Botany, Anthropology, Human Rights, Criminology, Psychology, Library Science, Electronic Science, Hindi, Statistics, Environmental Science, Mass Communication and Journalism, Public Administration, Biochemistry, Microbiology, Geology and Geography are already available on UGC website. In continuation of this, 06 more subjects Law, Archaeology, Sanskrit, Defence Studies, Chemistry and Zoology are available on UGC website (www.ugc.ac.in).

I am to request you to kindly take necessary measures for appropriate revision of the curriculum and send action taken report in this regard to locfugc@gmail.com and neethuthulasi.ugc@gov.in.

With kind regards,

Yours Sincerely,

(Rajnish Jain)

To

The Vice-Chancellors of all Universities